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Explorer Academy: The Falcon's Feather (Book 2)
Dora, who is missing her sneaker, and Swiper, who is missing his
skate, try to figure out what happened to them, in a book where
pictures replace certain words.
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Estranged
Caley Cross has always known she's not a “normal” thirteen-year-old
(her ability to create zombie animals was her first clue). Still, she
never expected to be whisked off to a faraway world—Erinath—where she
is Crown Princess and people have “baests” that live inside them,
giving them fantastic, animal-like powers. Which would be cool, except
that Caley’s baest turns out to be an ancient monster that can swallow
planets. Despite this, Caley manages to make the first friends of her
life, Neive Olander and Kipley Gorsebrooke. They help her navigate the
Erinath Academy, where students train to compete in the annual—and
deadly—Equidium contest, flying giant, dragonfly-like orocs. But to
add to her usual (bad) luck, an evil “Watcher” known as Olpheist is
seeking her, anxious to retrieve something that will make him
immortal. The first in an epic fantasy series from Jeff Rosen that
will keep readers laughing and on the edge of their seats.

Amulet
This fact-packed book-plus-app is an interactive guide to key planets
from the Star Wars galaxy. It contains plenty of information,
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photographs, and diagrams on the page, and the latest Augmented
Reality technology brings many interactive elements to enhance the
reading experience. The traveler's guide to some of the key planets,
places, and events from the Star Wars galaxy is a unique tool and a
fun reference work. Observe, wonder, and engage with these amazing
elements and immerse yourself fully into the galaxy that's far, far
away.

Supernova (Amulet #8)
Perfect for fans of the NYT bestseller Sold on a Monday, this Southern
historical novel based on the true story of a boy's mysterious
disappearance examines despair, loyalty, and the nature of truth. In
1913, on a summer's day at Half Moon Lake, Louisiana, four-year-old
Sonny Davenport walks into the woods and never returns. The boy's
mysterious disappearance from the family's lake house makes front-page
news in their home town of Opelousas. John Henry and Mary Davenport
are wealthy and influential, and will do anything to find their son.
For two years, the Davenports search across the South, offer
increasingly large rewards and struggle not to give in to despair.
Then, at the moment when all hope seems lost, the boy is found in the
company of a tramp. But is he truly Sonny Davenport? The circumstances
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of his discovery raise more questions than answers. And when Grace
Mill, an unwed farm worker, travels from Alabama to lay claim to the
child, newspapers, townsfolk, even the Davenports' own friends, take
sides. As the tramp's kidnapping trial begins, and two desperate
mothers fight for ownership of the boy, the people of Opelousas
discover that truth is more complicated than they'd ever dreamed.

Explorer Academy: The Nebula Secret (Book 1)
An all-ages, adventure-comedy graphic novel, Billy Johnson and His
Duck Are Explorers has it all: humor, peril, and out-of-this-world
archaeological adventures (oh, and ducks!). Billy Johnson, the son of
two world-famous explorers (who mysteriously disappeared eight years
ago) has big dreams. The teenager may be a part-time janitor now, but
exploring is in his blood. He just needs one big discovery to prove to
the Explorers League that he's worthy of the rank of Ace Explorer.
Luckily, Billy has an ally in his best friend, Barrace. Not only is
Barrace a college professor of linguistics, but he's also a duck!
Together, these boon companions brave hidden jungle kingdoms, haunted
tombs, deadly deserts, and treacherous mythological trials to uncover
the mysteries of the world. But will they discover that the biggest
mystery of all may be following them every step of the way?
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The Explorers
A supernatural thriller in the vein of A Head Full of Ghosts about two
young girls, a scary story that becomes far too real, and the
tragic--and terrifying--consequences that follow one of them into
adulthood. Red Lady, Red Lady, show us your face In 1991, Heather Cole
and her friends were members of the Dead Girls Club. Obsessed with the
macabre, the girls exchanged stories about serial killers and
imaginary monsters, like the Red Lady, the spirit of a vengeful witch
killed centuries before. Heather knew the stories were just that,
until her best friend Becca began insisting the Red Lady was real--and
she could prove it. That belief got Becca killed. It's been nearly
thirty years, but Heather has never told anyone what really happened
that night--that Becca was right and the Red Lady was real. She's done
her best to put that fateful summer, Becca, and the Red Lady, behind
her. Until a familiar necklace arrives in the mail, a necklace Heather
hasn't seen since the night Becca died. The night Heather killed her.
Now, someone else knows what she didand they're determined to make
Heather pay.

The Lost Boy
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Graphic novel star Kazu Kibuishi creates a world of terrible, maneating demons, a mechanical rabbit, a talking fox, a giant robot---and
two ordinary children on a mission. After the tragic death of their
father, Emily and Navin move with their mother to the home of her
deceased great-grandfather, but the strange house proves to be
dangerous. Before long, a sinister creature lures the kids' mom
through a door in the basement. Em and Navin, desperate not to lose
her, follow her into an underground world inhabited by demons, robots,
and talking animals. Eventually, they enlist the help of a small
mechanical rabbit named Miskit. Together with Miskit, they face the
most terrifying monster of all, and Em finally has the chance to save
someone she loves.

Feminist Weed Farmer
An interactive companion to the bestselling THIS IS HOW WE DO IT, this
keepsake and educational activity book invites readers to document
their lives side-by-side 59 REAL kids from around the world.

Billy Johnson and His Duck Are Explorers
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Presents an anthology of comics and graphic short stories that revolve
around the theme of flight.

Amazing Mysteries
New West gunfighter Daisy Kutter tries to leave her outlaw ways behind
and start a new life as the owner of a general store, but her past
catches up with her, and she finds herself in the middle of a simple
train robbery that turns complicated thanks to some nasty robots.

Tangerine
Written by Bea Birdsong and illustrated by Nidhi Chanani, I Will Be
Fierce is a powerful picture book about courage, confidence, kindness,
and finding the extraordinary in everyday moments. Today, I will be
fierce! It's a brand new day, and a young girl decides to take on the
world like a brave explorer heading off on an epic fairytale quest.
From home to school and back again, our hero conquers the Mountain of
Knowledge (the library), forges new bridges (friendships), and leads
the victorious charge home on her steed (the school bus). A 2020
Southern Book Prize Finalist
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Leveled Books (K-8)
Provides an anthology of seven short graphic works--by such artists as
Kazu Kibuishi, Dave Roman and Raina Telgemeier--on the theme of a
mysterious box and the marvels, or mayhem, within. Simultaneous.

Explorer 2: The Lost Islands
The 1927 autobiography, in English translation, of the first man to
traverse the North-West Passage and to reach the South Pole.

Dora's Mystery of the Missing Shoes
This boxset includes the first 8 books of the Amulet series.

Copper
'Girl on a Train meets The Talented Mr Ripley under the Moroccan sun.
Unputdownable' The Times The perfect read for fans of Daphne du
Maurier and Patricia Highsmith, set in 1950s Morocco, Tangerine is a
gripping psychological literary thriller. The last person Alice
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Shipley expected to see since arriving in Tangier with her new husband
was Lucy Mason. After the horrific accident at Bennington, the two
friends - once inseparable roommates - haven't spoken in over a year.
But Lucy is standing there, trying to make things right. Perhaps Alice
should be happy. She has not adjusted to life in Morocco, too afraid
to venture out into the bustling medinas and oppressive heat. Lucy,
always fearless and independent, helps Alice emerge from her flat and
explore the country. But soon a familiar feeling starts to overtake
Alice - she feels controlled and stifled by Lucy at every turn. Then
Alice's husband, John, goes missing, and Alice starts to question
everything around her: her relationship with her enigmatic friend, her
decision to ever come to Tangier, and her very own state of mind.
Tangerine is an extraordinary debut, so tightly wound, so evocative of
1950s Tangier, and so cleverly plotted that it will leave you
absolutely breathless.

Cat Burglar Black
When Reese is forced to go on a boating trip with his family,
thing he expects is to be shipwrecked on an island-especially
teeming with weird plants and animals. But what starts out as
bad vacation turns into a terrible one, as the castaways must
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way to escape while dodging the island's dangerous inhabitants. With
few resources and a mysterious entity on the hunt, each secret
unlocked could save them . . . or spell their doom. One thing Reese
knows for sure: This is one Bad Island.

Daisy Kutter
It's an adventure of a lifetime when Cruz Coronado sets sail for the
shores of Iceland and Norway aboard the Explorer Academy ship to
continue his studies at sea. But, things take a turn while exploring
the icy north, when he embarks on a dangerous mission to uncover the
first piece of an important puzzle his mother left behind. In the
exciting follow-up to The Nebula Secret in the 7-book Explorer Academy
series, Cruz, Sailor, and Emmett, along with their new ally Bryndis,
embark on their first globe-trotting mission aboard the ship Orion.
Cruz jumps right back into school and starts using the latest
technology in submersible underwater dives, but is soon reminded of
the dangers of exploration when his equipment fails and he almost
drowns. Determined to keep his eyes on the prize, Cruz sneaks away to
try to find answers, but unknowingly lures his friends into bigger
trouble. When a friend of Cruz's mom meets an untimely end, Cruz's
luck really seems about to run out and the questions multiply. What
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does the message mean? Where will it lead? Who is following him? And
why? This captivating book is the sequel every Explorer Academy fan is
waiting to read!

I Will Be Fierce
Voiced by an off-kilter chorus of the young and desperate to belong,
Benjamin Nugent’s provocative collection pries the fraternity door off
its hinges, daring us to peer inside with amusement, horror, and also
love. In a Massachusetts college town stands a dilapidated colonial:
Delta Zeta Chi. Here, we meet Newton, the beloved chapter president;
Oprah, the sensitive reader; Petey, the treasurer, loyal to a fault;
Claire, the couch-surfing dropout who hopes to sell them drugs; and a
girl known, for unexpected reasons, as God. Though the living room
reeks of sweat and spilled beer, the brothers know that to be inside
is everything. Fraternity celebrates the debauched kinship of boys and
girls straddling adolescence and adulthood: the drunken antics, solemn
confessions, and romantic encounters that mark their first years away
from home. Beneath each episode lies the dread of exclusion. The
closeted Oprah’s hero worship gives way to real longing. A combat
veteran offers advice on hazing. An alienated young woman searches for
a sanctuary. And the shadow of assault hovers over every sexual
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encounter.

Explorer
From Boston Globe–Horn Book Award winner Katherine Rundell comes an
exciting new novel about a group of kids who must survive in the
Amazon after their plane crashes. Fred, Con, Lila, and Max are on
their way back to England from Manaus when the plane they’re on
crashes and the pilot dies upon landing. For days they survive alone,
until Fred finds a map that leads them to a ruined city, and to a
secret.

Lost Boy Found
A shy boy's life is sent spiraling into adventure after a fateful day
when he discovers a pig in a small hat and returns it to its home at
the mysterious Explorers Club.

Kitten Construction Company: Meet the House Kittens
The 1939 creation of the Sub-Mariner for the first issue of Marvel
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Comics assures Bill Everett a place in history. Co-creating Daredevil,
the Man Without Fear, for Marvel Comics in 1964 gave Everett a link to
one of the most popular superheroes of the past 50 years. And
producing over 400 additional pages of superhero-related work in the
very early days of the Golden Age of Comics (1938-42) makes Bill
Everett a legend. This book collects over 200 pages of this neverbefore-reprinted work from titles such as Amazing Mystery Funnies
(1938), Amazing-Man Comics (1939), Target Comics(1940), Heroic Comics
(1940), and Blue Bolt Comics (1940). These titles feature an endless
array of great vintage Everett characters such as Amazing-Man,
Hydroman, Skyrocket Steele, Sub-Zero, The Chameleon, and many more,
all produced by Everett’s shop Funnies, Inc. for such clients as
Centaur, Novelty Press, and Eastern Color, and all displaying
Everett’s brilliant cartooning and energetic storytelling.

Crossings
Presents the latest entry in the graphically illustrated series
featuring artwork by such rising contributors as Johane Matte, Steve
Hamaker, and Faith Erin Hicks.
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My Life as an Explorer
When eighteen-year-old Lexi foresees the brutal murder of a young
woman outside a club in downtown L.A., she is powerless to stop it.
But then the girl’s ghost appears, seeking vengeance, and Lexi is
swept into a dangerous search that could put her directly in the path
of a serial killer. From the author of Devils Unto Dust, this fastpaced and literary thriller will haunt fans of Maureen Johnson’s Truly
Devious and Karen M. McManus’s One of Us Is Lying. With a touch, Lexi
can sense how and when someone will die. Some say it’s a gift. But to
Lexi it’s a curse—one that keeps her friendless and alone. All that
changes when Lexi foresees the violent death of a young woman, Jane,
outside a club. Jane doesn’t go to the afterlife quietly. Her ghost
remains behind, determined to hunt down her murderer, and she needs
Lexi’s help. In life, Jane was everything Lexi is not—outgoing, happy,
popular. But in death, all Jane wants is revenge. Lexi will do
anything to help Jane, to make up for the fact that she
didn’t—couldn’t—save Jane’s life, and to keep this beautiful ghost of
a girl by her side for as long as possible. Emma Berquist’s second
novel is a haunting and atmospheric murder mystery that tackles themes
of depression, loneliness, love, and identity. This high-concept novel
is for fans of Holly Black’s The Coldest Girl in Coldtown and Tahereh
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Mafi’s Shatter Me series.

Through the Woods
Copper and his dog Fred enjoy a series of imaginative adventures, from
soaring through marvelous worlds to sailing, surfing and shrimp
racing, in a collection of new and previously web-posted comics from
the creator of the Amulet series. Simultaneous.

Flight
Emily has lost control of her Amulet and is imprisoned in the Void,
where she must find a way to escape the influence of the Voice.
Meanwhile, Emily's brother, Navin, travels to Lighthouse One, a space
station where the Resistance is preparing to battle the approaching
Shadow forces that would drain planet Alledia of all its resources.
Emily and Navin must be smarter and stronger than ever to ensure
Alledia's survival.

Flight 3
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The Secret Box is a Junior Library Guild selection and the first in an
irresistible middle grade series that will delight fans of Dan Gutman,
Wendy Mass, and Trenton Lee Stewart. What starts as a fun quest to
open a mysterious birthday present quickly turns crazy and dangerous
when Jax and her cousin Ethan discover themselves at the center of a
special magical legacy. Soon they realize the secret box was not
intended as a gift, but as call for help that they alone can answer.
Readers will love the page-turning mystery, hilarious girl and boy
narrators, and clever incorporation of mythology—and lingering
questions will leave them eager for more.

Caley Cross and the Hadeon Drop
“Edgar-winning Vaught, a neuropsychologist, has both personal and
professional experience to draw on in crafting a narrator who is
admirably smart and resilient despite an ‘itchy’ brain and a
compulsion to count things.” —Booklist (starred review) “Deeply smart
and considerate.” —BCCB “An absorbing mystery.” —Kirkus Reviews “A
strong addition to help diversify realistic fiction collections to
include neuroatypical characters and heroines.” —School Library
Journal Jesse is on the case when money goes missing from the library
and her dad is looking like the #1 suspect in Edgar Award–winning
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author Susan Vaught’s latest middle grade mystery. I could see the big
inside of my Sam-Sam. I had been training him for 252 days with mini
tennis balls and pieces of bacon, just to prove to Dad and Mom and
Aunt Gus and the whole world that a tiny, fluffy dog could do big
things if he wanted to. I think my little dog always knew he could be
a hero. I just wonder if he knew about me. When the cops show up at
Jesse’s house and arrest her dad, she figures out in a hurry that he’s
the #1 suspect in the missing library fund money case. With the help
of her (first and only) friend Springer, she rounds up suspects
(leading to a nasty confrontation with three notorious school bullies)
and asks a lot of questions. But she can’t shake the feeling that she
isn’t exactly cut out for being a crime-solving hero. Jesse has a
neuro-processing disorder, which means that she’s “on the spectrum or
whatever.” As she explains it, “I get stuck on lots of stuff, like
words and phrases and numbers and smells and pictures and song lines
and what time stuff is supposed to happen.” But when a tornado strikes
her small town, Jesse is given the opportunity to show what she's
really made of—and help her dad. Told with the true-as-life voice
Susan Vaught is known for, this mystery will have you rooting for
Jesse and her trusty Pomeranian, Sam-Sam.

Mystery Writers of America Presents The Mystery Box
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Adventure, danger, and a thrilling global mission await 12-year-old
Cruz Coronado as he joins an elite school for explorers. Cruz leaves
his tranquil home in Hawaii to join 23 talented kids from around the
globe to train at the Explorer Academy with the world's leading
scientists to become the next generation of great explorers. But for
Cruz, there's more at stake. No sooner has he arrived at the Academy
than he discovers that his family has a mysterious past with the
organization that could jeopardize his future. In the midst of
codebreaking and cool classes, new friends and augmented reality
expeditions, Cruz must tackle the biggest question of all: Who is out
to get him, and why? Readers can get in on the excitement with puzzles
and codes embedded throughout.

The Stonekeeper (Amulet #1)
Fountas & Pinnell take you through every aspect of leveled books from
how to select and use them for different instructional purposes to
prototype descriptions for fiction and nonfiction books at each level.

Missing, Presumed Dead
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Some mysteries are too dangerous to leave alone . . . Nate's not happy
about his family moving to a new house in a new town. After all,
nobody asked him if he wanted to move in the first place. But when he
discovers a tape recorder and note addressed to him under the
floorboards of his bedroom, Nate is thrust into a dark mystery about a
boy who went missing many, many years ago. Now, as strange happenings
and weird creatures begin to track Nate, he must partner with Tabitha,
a local girl, to find out what they want with him. But time is running
out, for a powerful force is gathering strength in the woods at the
edge of town, and before long Nate and Tabitha will be forced to
confront a terrifying foe, and uncover the truth about the Lost Boy.

Explorer
"An experienced cannabis farmer, feminist, and zen practitioner
teaches you to grow up to six plants to yield a professional-grade
crop of legal, medicinal weed"--Provided by publisher.

Bad Island
There's nothing more mysterious than a locked box. Whether it's a
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literal strongbox, an empty coffin, the inner workings of a
scientist's mind, or an underground prison cell, there are those who
will use any means necessary to unlock the secrets ofTHE MYSTERY BOX.
With this anthology, bestselling author Brad Meltzer introduces twentyone original stories from today's most prominent mystery writers. In
Laura Lippman's "Waco 1982," a young reporter stuck with a seemingly
mundane assignment on lost-and-found boxes unwittingly discovers a
dark crime. In Joseph Finder's "Heirloom," a scheming neighbor
frightens the new couple on the block with an unnerving tale of buried
treasure. In R.L. Stine's "High Stakes," a man on his honeymoon gets
drawn into a bizarre bet involving a coffin--a bet he may pay for with
his life. From the foothills of Mount Fuji to Georgia's Okefenokee
Swamp, from a physics laboratory in wartime Leipzig to an unusual
fitness club in Boca Raton, these sometimes terrifying, sometimes
funny, and always suspenseful tales will keep you riveted to the page.

This Is How I Do It
Discover a terrifying world in the woods in this collection of five
hauntingly beautiful graphic stories that includes the online webcomic
sensation “His Face All Red,” in print for the first time. Journey
through the woods in this sinister, compellingly spooky collection
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that features four brand-new stories and one phenomenally popular tale
in print for the first time. These are fairy tales gone seriously
wrong, where you can travel to “Our Neighbor’s House”—though coming
back might be a problem. Or find yourself a young bride in a house
that holds a terrible secret in “A Lady’s Hands Are Cold.” You might
try to figure out what is haunting “My Friend Janna,” or discover that
your brother’s fiancée may not be what she seems in “The Nesting
Place.” And of course you must revisit the horror of “His Face All
Red,” the breakout webcomic hit that has been gorgeously translated to
the printed page. Already revered for her work online, award-winning
comic creator Emily Carroll’s stunning visual style and impeccable
pacing is on grand display in this entrancing anthology, her print
debut.

Me and Sam-Sam Handle the Apocalypse
"A sparkling debut. Landragin’s seductive literary romp shines as a
celebration of the act of storytelling." —Publishers Weekly "Romance,
mystery, history, and magical invention dance across centuries in an
impressive debut novel." —Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review) "Deft
writing seduces the reader in a complex tale of pursuit, denial, and
retribution moving from past to future. Highly recommended." —Library
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Journal (Starred Review) Alex Landragin's Crossings is an
unforgettable and explosive genre-bending debut—a novel in three
parts, designed to be read in two different directions, spanning a
hundred and fifty years and seven lifetimes. On the brink of the Nazi
occupation of Paris, a German-Jewish bookbinder stumbles across a
manuscript called Crossings. It has three narratives, each as unlikely
as the next. And the narratives can be read one of two ways: either
straight through or according to an alternate chapter sequence. The
first story in Crossings is a never-before-seen ghost story by the
poet Charles Baudelaire, penned for an illiterate girl. Next is a noir
romance about an exiled man, modeled on Walter Benjamin, whose
recurring nightmares are cured when he falls in love with a
storyteller who draws him into a dangerous intrigue of rare
manuscripts, police corruption, and literary societies. Finally, there
are the fantastical memoirs of a woman-turned-monarch whose singular
life has spanned seven generations. With each new chapter, the
stunning connections between these seemingly disparate people grow
clearer and more extraordinary. Crossings is an unforgettable
adventure full of love, longing and empathy.

The Dead Girls Club
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All Marmalade wants to do is build things. She is, after all, a
trained architect. She’s also a distractingly adorable kitten. Fed up
with not being taken seriously because she's so cute,Marmalade bands
together with a handful of other aspiring builders—all of themkittens.
But in a world where humans call the shots, can the KittenConstruction
Company prove their worth . . . without giving up the very thingsthat
make them kittens? (Don't worry, dear reader, the answer is
definitely"yes"!)

The Explorer
Trained from an early age as a cat burglar, orphaned teenager K
Westree is sent to ramshackle Bellsong Academy by a group known as
"The Obtainers," who need to hone her skills so that she can solve a
mystery surrounding her past and that of the school.

The Secret Box
Collects imaginative comic strips and short stories in graphic novel
format.
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Fraternity
Rising star author-illustrator Ethan M. Aldridge delivers a fantasy
adventure with all the makings of a classic. Illustrated with over twohundred pages of watercolor paintings, this epic graphic novel is
perfect for fans of Amulet. Edmund and the Childe were swapped at
birth. Now Edmund lives in secret as a changeling in the World Above,
his fae powers hidden from his unsuspecting parents and his older
sister, Alexis. The Childe lives among the fae in the World Below,
where being a human makes him a curiosity at the royal palace. But
when the cruel sorceress Hawthorne seizes the throne, the Childe and
Edmund must unite on a dangerous quest to save both worlds—even if
they’re not sure which world they belong to. “A splendid tale of faery
magic and adventurous siblings, all told in gorgeously rendered
watercolor panels: this is exactly my kind of thing.” —Ben Hatke,
author and illustrator of the New York Times bestselling Zita the
Spacegirl trilogy “It’s got dragons. It’s got drama. It’s got depth.
And it’s got me impatiently awaiting Ethan M. Aldridge’s next eyepopping adventure.” —Tim Federle, award-winning author of Better Nate
Than Ever and Five, Six, Seven, Nate! “A compelling story about
finding identity in a world where magic dangers lurk just around the
corner. I loved Estranged!” —Molly Ostertag, author-illustrator of The
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Witch Boy

Star Wars: the Galactic Explorer's Guide
The highly anticipated second volume to the critically acclaimed
Explorer series, The Lost Islands is a collection of seven all-new
stories written and illustrated by an award-winning roster of comics
artists, with each story centered around the theme of hidden places.
Edited by the New York Times bestselling comics creator Kazu Kibuishi,
this graphic anthology includes well-written, beautifully illustrated
stories by Kazu (the Amulet series), Jason Caffoe (the Flight series),
Raina Telgemeier (Drama and Smile), Dave Roman (the Astronaut Academy
series), Jake Parker (the Missile Mouse series), Michel Gagné (The
Saga of Rex), Katie and Steven Shanahan (the Flight series), and upand-coming new artist Chrystin Garland. Praise for Explorer 2: The
Lost Islands STARRED REVIEWS "A second gathering of new graphic tales,
diverse of plot and atmosphere but thematically linked by island
settings and every bit as stellar as its predecessorFirst rate."
--Kirkus Reviews, starred review "With this second showcase Kibuishi
affirms his editorial savvy for amassing talented creators and
providing a vehicle to let them do what they do best: use comics to
tell funny, thoughtful, and just plain good stories." --Publishers
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Weekly, starred review "Lost Islands is a great sequel to The Mystery
Boxes (Abrams, 2012) that is masterfully told and beautifully drawn. A
must-have for any collection." --School Library Journal, starred
review "This sophomore effort’s solid artwork, dialogue, and stories
will still be a great introductory title for young or struggling
middle-school readers starting to explore the world of graphic
novels." --Booklist "Variety of style is the real draw of Kibuishi’s
graphic anthologies, and tweens reluctant to stray from their comicbook favorites will find the gamut of visual presentations eyeopening." --The Bulletin of The Center for Children’s Books "Another
satisfying anthology that will leave readers eager for the next."
--The Horn Book

Flight Explorer
Presents an anthology of comics and graphic short stories that revolve
around the theme of flight.
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